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In (A. P. Stolboushkin and M.A. Taitslin, Inform. Contr. 57(1983), 48-55) 
Taitslin introduced a structure G(A) in which every deterministic regular program 
is uniformly periodic. In the present paper it is proved that every deterministic 
context-free program is also uniformly periodic in the same structure. Hence, in the 
theory of G(A) each formula of deterministic dynamic logic of context-free 
programs is equivalent to a first-order formula. However, for regular dynamic logic 
this statement is false. We then show that regular dynamic logic is not interpretable 
in deterministic context-free dynamic logic. Thus, deterministic context-free 
dynamic logic is strictly weaker than context-free dynamic logic. The proof holds in 
the presence of first-order tests (and even "rich" tests) as well as quantifier-free 
tests. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this paper is to compare two dynamic logics: dynamic 
logic of deterministic context-free programs, CF-DDL, and dynamic logic of 
nondeterministic regular programs, DL. We show that DL does not reduce 
to CF-DDL. Hence, CF-DDL is strictly weaker than context-free dynamic 
logic, CF-DL. 
Recently, P. Urzyczyn (1983) proved that the deterministic version DL, 
DDL, is strictly weaker than CF-DDL. The next questions are open: 
1. Is DL strictly less expressive than CF-DL? (See Harel, 1979.) 
2. Is DL strictly more expressive than CF-DDL? 
In this paper we extend the techniques of (Stolboushkin and Taitslin, 
1983) to show that in the theory of G(A) each formula of CF-DDL is 
equivalent to a first-order formula where G(A) is defined by the Burnside 
group A (see Section 2). In order to prove it, we prove that every deter- 
ministic context-free program is periodic in G(A). In (Stolboushkin and 
Taitslin, 1983), we have shown that this lemma is a sufficient one. 
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The proof involves a set-theoretic analysis of the behavior of a deter- 
ministic context-free program on a union of n disjoint isomorphic opies of 
G(A), where n is the number of variables used in this program. 
In (Berman, 1983) there is an independent attempt, using Adian's 
structure G(A) as well, to prove a result stronger than CF-DDL < CF-DL. 
This claim, unfortunately, is erroneous. Professor J. Tiuryn has informed the 
auther of the present paper that, in his opinion, the arguments presented in 
(Berman, 1983) can be used to obtain a correct proof of the main result 
presented here. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Unexplained definitions and notations are taken from (Harel, 1979; 
Shoenfield, 1967). Knowledge of (Stolboushkin and Taitslin, 1983) should 
be useful. 
We shall use a non-standard definition of "program." Our new definition 
is equivalent to that of Harel (this claim is obvious and is left to the reader). 
Let L be a first-order language which is determined by its nonlogical 
symbols. Let x~, x 2 .... be the individual variables. We shall call them simply 
variables. 
An assignment is an expression of either the form (x~ ~xj )  or the form 
(xi~-f(xj1,...,xj,)) where f is a k-ary function symbol in L. A test is an 
expression of either the form xi = xs? or the form C(xj, ,..., xs,)? where C is a 
k-ary relation symbol in L. 
Let A be a structure for L. A state for A is a mapping from the set of all 
variables to the set of all elements of A. Let o~, o 2 be two states for A. We 
write ol(x i ~ t) a 2 iff both a2(xs)= al(xj) for j4~i and a2(xi)= O'l(t), where 
al(t) is the value of el for the term t. If ~0 is a formula of L, then o~ ~ ~o is 
defined by "The formula 0 is valid in o~ ." 
Let i, j, k, q be natural numbers, d be an assignment, y be a test. (i, j, o, k) 
will be called an instruction, if o is d or q or (y, q). Informally, the pair i, j is 
the "composite label" of the instruction where i is a "procedure name" and j 
is a "statement label" within the procedure i. Further, k is the label of the 
following instruction within the procedure i: this instruction will be 
performed after the "normal end" of the "statement" o. In the traditional 
notation this statement o can be written as follows: 
(i) "d" if o is d, 
(ii) "call q" if o is q, 
(iii) "if 0 then go to q" if o is (y, q) and 7 is the test ~0?. In this case, if 
is true, then the "normal end" is not reached. 
643/59/I-3-7 
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A finite set P of instructions will be called a program iff 
(a) There is no an instruction of the form (0,...) in P. 
(b) There is an instruction of the form (1,...) in P. 
(c) If there is an instruction of the form (i, j,...) in P, then there is also 
an instruction of the form (i, 1,...) in P. 
(d) If there is an instruction of the form (i, j, q,...) in P, then there is 
also an instruction of the form (q,...) in P. 
(e) For any i, j, there is at most one instruction of the form (i, j,...) in 
P. 
A program P will be called a regular program if, for any natural numbers 
i, j, q, there is no an instruction of the form (i, j ,  q,...) in P. The program as 
defined above will be called a deterministic program. If we omit (e), then P 
will be called a nondeterministic program. An arbitrary program P will be 
called a context-free program. 
Let a be a state for A, let i, j be natural numbers, and let s be a word over 
the alphabet of all the pairs of natural numbers. (i, j, a, s) will be called a 
configuration (or a a-configuration) and (i, j, a) will be called a partial 
configuration (or a partial a-configuration). 
Let P be a deterministic program. P defines a mapping from the set of all 
configurations to the same set, as follows: 
(1) If there is an instruction (i,j, o, k) in P, then 
P((i, j, a, s)) = 
' ( i ,k,a',s) 
(q, 1, a, (i, k)s) 
i(i,q,a,s) 
(i, k, a, s) 
i fo is an assignment and a' 
is a state such that a o a'. 
if o is a natural number q, 
if both o is (~o?, q) and a ~ q~, 
if both o is (~o?, q) and a ~ ~o.  
(2) If there is no instruction of the form (i, j,...) in P, then 
l(0, 0, a, s) if s is the empty word, 
P(( i , j ,a,s))= ( i ' , j ' ,a,s')  i fs=(i ' , j ' )s ' .  
If P is a nondeterministic program, then P defines a mapping from the set 
of all configurations to the set of all the finite sets of configurations. The 
domain of this mapping can be easily extended to sets of configurations, by 
setting P(K) = {P(c): c C K}. Thus, we can apply P to its image. 
(1, 1, a, 2) will be called an initial a-configuration. 
(0, 0, a, 2) will be called a final a-configuration. 
2 is the empty word here. 
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We define dynamic formulas by induction as follows: 
(1) I f¢  is a formula of L, then ¢ is a dynamic formula. 
(2) If P is a program, q0 is a dynamic formula, then (p)cp is a 
dynamic formula. 
(3) If ~, W are dynamic formulas and x is a variable, then ~P A ~, 
-~cp, (~x)q0 are also dynamic formulas. 
We define the semantics of a dynamic formula by induction on the its 
complexity. The only step which needs explanation is step 2. We let 
(7 ~ (P )~ ¢> (3N)(~a' )(PN ( (1, 1, a, 2)) = (0, O, (7', 2) & a' ~ ~ ). 
Now, let A be an infinite group with the generators f and g and the 
identity x" = 1. S. I. Adian (1979) proved that such a group does exist, for 
n = 701 (for example). Thus, we fix the infinite group A with the generators 
f and g and the identity x 7°1 = 1. Let L be the first-order language in which 
the only nonlogical symbols are the unary function symbols f and g. Let 
G(A) = (A ; f  g) be the structure for L where f(e) = fe, g(e) = ge in A. Let 
G o be the union of v disjoint isomorphic copies of G(A). G o has the 
following properties: 
( I)  wT°l(a)=a in Go, where w in {f, g}*, a in A. 
(2) The theory Th o f  G o admits the elimination of quantifiers (see 
Stolboushkin and Taitslin, 1983). 
This G~ will be called Adian's structure. 
Let the distance between two elements of Go, say a~ and a 2, be the length 
of the shortest path between these elements (if there is no any path between 
a~ and a2, then let this distance be m where n < m for any n) where a path 
between a, and a 2 is a word w in {f ,g , f -~ ,  g-~}* such that either 
w(al)=a 2 in G~, or a I =w(a2) in G v, where f - l (e)=fT°°(e) ,  g- l (e )= 
g'°°(e) in G~. 
Now, let X= {x 1,..., x,}. 
DEFINITION 1. Let D1,...,D k be subsets of X, D1U. . .UDk=X,  
D~ ~ D i = O if/=/= j. This partition of X into D1 .... , D,  will be called a (k, l)- 
division of a state a iff, for any x i ~ Dj, xt, C Dj, either j= j '  or the distance 
between a(xi), a(xi,) is not less than l. 
DEFINmON 2. Let o, a '  be two states. These states will be called l- 
similar states iff 
(a) There are k and a partition of X into subsets D 1 ,..., D,  such that 
this partition is a (k, /)-division of states a, a'.  
(b) There exist automorphisms rl ..... r k: G o ~ G o such that (¥ i~ k) 
(Vxj ~ D,)(,~'(xj) = r,(~(x~))). 
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DEFINITION 3. Let DI,...,Dk~_X be a (k, /)-division of a state a. This 
partition of X into D1,..., D,  will be called a strong (k, Ii, O-division of a 
state a iff, for any i r and x i, xj ~ Oi,, the distance between a(xi), a(xj) is less 
than l~. 
DEFINITION 4. Let a, a'  be two states. These states will be called 
strongly (k, l 1 , O-similar states iff 
(a) There is a particular of X into k subsets D 1,..., D k such that this 
partition is a strong (k, lz,/)-division of states a, a'. 
(b) There exist automorphisms rl ..... r,: G v~ G o such that (¥i~< k) 
(V xj ~ D ,)(a' (xj) = r i(a(xj) )). 
For brevity, a state a will be called a (k, /)-divisible (strongly (k, l~, l)- 
divisible) state if there is a partition of X into subsets D~ ..... D k such that this 
partition is a (k, /)-division (strong (k, l I ,/)-division) of a. 
Let a be a strongly (k, 11,/)-divisible state. A partial a-configuration will 
be called a partial (k, l I ,/)-configuration. 
If a and a' are/-similar (strongly (k, ll,/)-similar) states, then (i, j, a) and 
( i , j ,a ' )  will be called /-similar (strongly (k, ll,l)-similar ) partial 
configurations where i, j are arbitrary natural numbers. 
Let K v be the set of all configurations for G o . Let h :K  o~K o be a 
mapping and let N be a natural number, h will be called N-periodic in the 
configuration a iff there exists M < N such that (hM+U+O(a))3 = (hN+°(a))3 
for all natural numbers Q, where ((i, j, a, s))3 = (i, j, a). 
Let N: o9 ~ o9 be a function, where o9 is the set of all natural numbers. Let 
H ~ K o. h will be called uniformly N-periodic in H iff h is N(u)-periodic in 
an arbitrary (i, j, a, s )E  H where u is the length of s. Let P be a deter- 
ministic program, a E Ko. The following sequence will be called a trace of a: 
where ( ( j , j ' ,  a, s)) z = ( j , j ' ) .  
A sequence 
will be called an u-trace of a. 
Let M, N be natural numbers. The trace of a will be called (N, M)- 
repeatable iff there exist M' ,M"  such that M' < N, 0 < M"  < N, and 
(P~'(a)) 2= (pM'+M"(a)) 2 = . . . .  (p~'+~m'(a))2, 
Agreement. In the next section, only words over the alphabet 
(w × co)\{(O, 0)} may be used as fourth elements of configurations. We shall 
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also consider only programs such that 0 occurs in neither position of any 
instruction of these programs. 
It is clear that this agreement is not essential. 
3. SOME OBSERVATIONS 
In this section P is a deterministic context-free program, and 
X = {x~ ,..., x,} is the set of all the variables of P. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let i, j be arbitrary natural numbers, let s be a word 
over the alphabet of all pairs of natural numbers and let a, a' be l-similar 
states. Then the ( l+ l)-traee of (i,.La, s) is also the ( l+ 1)-trace of 
(i,j,~', s). 
Proof. We will prove the above claim by induction on the l. Let 
k, D1,..., D k, vl .... , r k be those objects, the existence of which is required by 
Definition 2. 
Let l = 1. For any i, j, if o(x~)= a(xj), then there is i' ~< k such that 
x i, xj @ D r. Thus, a'(x~) = ri,(a(x~) ) and a'(xj) = zi,(a(xj)  = zi,(a(xi)  = 
a'(xi). Hence, the 2-trace of (i,j, a, s) is also the 2-trace of (i,j, a', s). 
Inductive step. As proved above, the 2-trace of (i, j, a, s) is also the 2- 
trace of ( i , j ,a' ,s).  Now we build a new partition of X into subsets 
D'1 .... , D k, as follows: 
(a) If, for some natural i2, i a, the instruction (i, j, o, ia) is in P where o 
' h is Xil *'- Xi2 or  Xil +-f(xi2 ) or  xil ~ g(xi2), then we insert x h in Di4 w ere i 4 is a 
natural number such that x h is in Di4. 
(b) Otherwise we insert xi, in D~4 where i4 is a number such that xi, is 
in Di4. 
Let P((i, j , a, s)) = (i l, J l ,  at ,  Sl) and P((i, j, a' ,  s)) = (i~, j~, a~, s~). Since 
the 2-trace of (i, j, a, s) is also the 2-trace of (i, j, a', s), it is clear that 
il = i'1, Jl = J[, S1 = S[. 
It is obvious that the partition of X into D~ ..... D~, is a (k, l - 1)-division of 
al and a~. Further, a t and a~ are ( l -  1)-similar states (k, D],..., D~,, r~,..., z k 
obviously satisfy Definition 2). Thus, by induction, the /-trace of 
( i l , j l ,  a 1, sl) is also the/-trace of (i[,j~, a~, s'l). 
This means that the (l + 1)-trace of (i,j, a,s) is also the ( l+  1)-trace of 
(i, j, ~', s). 
This proves Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k, l I be natural numbers and let Y be an infinite set 
of states such that every a E Y is a strongly (k, ll, O)-divisible state. Then 
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there exists an infinite set Y1 ~- Y such that any two states a, a' E Y1 are 
strongly (k, l 1 ,O)-similar states. 
Proof There exists only a finite number of different partitions of X into 
D 1 .... ,D k such that DiCqDj~O iff i= j .  There exists only a finite set of 
different words w in {f, g, f - l ,  g - l} ,  such that the length of w is less than 
11 • 
Hence, there exists an infinite set Y1 _c y such that, for any a, a'  ~ Y1, 
there is a partition of X into subsets D 1 .... ,D k such that, for any e in A, 
lE  {1,..., k} and any x i ,x jED t, both 
a(x~) = ea(xj) iff a'(xi) = ea'(xj), and this 
partition is a strong (k, l 1, O)-division of a, a'. 
We claim that any a, a 'E  Y1 are strongly (k, l 1, O)-similar states. Let 
D~ ..... D k be a strong (k, 11, O)-division of a, a'. For any l, any e CA, any 
x i, xj E D t, let a(xi) = ea(xj) iff a'(xt) = ea'(xj). 
Let I E {1,...,k}. We construct an automorphism r~:G,~ G,, as follows: 
Let x i E D t. We choose q, q' E { 1 ..... k} such that a(xi) is in the qth copy 
of G(A), and a'(xi) is in the q'th copy of G(A) (we remind the reader that G~ 
is the union of n isomorphic copies of G(A)). Now let pq,q, be an 
isomorphism from the qth copy of G(A) onto the q'th copy of G(A). 
Let a'(xt)=pq,q,(a(x~)b) where b E A. Let hb(e)= eb in the qth copy of 
G(A). Note that h b is an automorphism of G(A). If eE  G,, then we let 
l pq,q,(hb(e)) iffe is in the qth copy of G(A), 
rt(e) - '  ~- pq,q,(e) iff e is in the q'th copy of G(A), 
e, otherwise. 
Thus, rt is the required automorphism of G,. Note only that pq,~q, is 
defined, since pq,q, is an automorphism. 
We claim that rl(a(xj))=a'(xj), for each x jED 1. Indeed, let a(xj)= 
ea(x~). Then a'(xj)=ea'(xi) .  Hence, r l(a(xj))=rl(ea(xi))=e(rt(a(xi))= 
ar' (xi) = a' (xj). 
These reasonings prove Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let k, 11 be natural numbers, and let Y be an infinite set 
of states such that every 6 C Y is strongly (k, l 1, O)-divisible. Then either 
there exist a natural l 2 and an infinite set Y' ~_ Y such that every 6 C Y' is 
strongly (k - 1, lz, O)-divisible, or, for every natural l, there exists a finite set 
Y1 c_ y such that every a ~ (Y\Y1) is strongly (k, 11, l)-divisible. 
Proof Let l be an arbitrary natural number, and let Yt be the set of all 
states a C Y such that a is not strongly (k, l 1, /)-divisible. It is clear that 
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every a E Ya is strongly (k -  1, l + 2l I + 1, 0)-divisible. Thus, if there exists I
such that Yt is an infinite set, then we can assign I2 = I + 2l~ + 1, Y' = Y1. 
This proves Proposition 3. 
It is clear that if P is periodic in a, then the trace of a is repeatable. But 
we can prove 
PROPOSITION 4. Let a = (i, j ,  a, s) be a configuration, where a is a state 
for  G n. Let B E 03 be larger than the length of  s. 
There exists a mapping rep: ~2~o such that i f  the trace of  a is 
(N, rep(B, N) )-repeatable, for  some N, then P is (N rep(B, N))-periodic in a. 
Proof Let N be a natural number such that the trace of a is 
(N, N + B + 1)-repeatable. Let Pm((i, j ,  or, s) ) = (i m, Jm, am, Sm)" Let M',  M" 
be the numbers from the definition of the "repeatability." 
First, we note that the length of s M, is less than N + B. Next we note that 
the length of SM,+M,, is not less than the length of sM,. Indeed, let the length 
of SM,+M,, be less than the length of SM,. Then we show that there is m such 
that both M'  < m ~ M'  + (B + N)M"  and s m = ~ hold. But the program P 
must try to call the element of s m during the steps m + 1 ...... m + M' ,  This 
request easily disturbs the repeatability of the trace of a. Thus, for any m, 
0 < m ~<rep(B,N), the length of SM,+mM,, is not less than the length of 
SM,+tz_1)M,,. During the steps M',  M '  + 1,..., M'  + M" - -  1, let the program 
P use only q first letters of the word sM,. Let s M, = s's" where the length of 
s'  is q. Then, as proved above, sM,+~4,, = s'"s" where the length of s"  is not 
less than q. 
We claim that s ' "= s 's" ' ,  for some s"' .  Indeed, let the latter be false. 
During the steps M '+M" ,  M '+M"+I , . . . ,M '+M"+M"- - I  the 
program P must try to call the q elements of SM,+M,, also. Hence, there is 
such a number m, 0 ~ m < M",  that in the step M'+ m the program P 
breaks off the letter ( i , j ' )  from from SM,+m, in the step M'  +M"+ m the 
program P breaks off the letter (i", j " )  from SM,+M,,+z, and (i', j ' )  4= (i", j " )  
(i.e., either i' ~ i" or j '  =~j"). Hence, iM,+z+l = i', JM'+m+l =J', 
i~,+M,,+z+~= i", JM'+M"+m+~ =J"" But this is a contradiction, since both 
iM,+z+l =iM,+M,,+m+l and JM'+m+l =JM'+M"+z+I" 
Thus, we have proved that s"= s 's" ' ,  for some s" .  In general, for every 
' ' ' Informally, this m, if 0 < m ~< rep(B, N), then SM,+mM,, =S Sz, for some Sm. 
means that the used parts of SM,, SM,+M,,,..., SM,+rep(1LN)M,, concur  with s'. 
Now, let us assume that in the step M'  the variables xi, have type i'. We 
write type (xi,, M ' )  = i'. 
Let this type be defined for M' ,M '+ 1, . . . ,M '+m.  If the statement 
performed by P in the step M'  + m is x i, ~ x s, or x i, ~f(Xg,)  or x i, ~ g(xj,), 
then we assign type (xi,, M '  + m + 1) = type (x j , ,M '  + m). Otherwise we let 
type (x i , ,M '+m+ l )=type  (x~, ,M '+m) .  Now we let Wm={i ' :  (~j') 
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(type (xj,, M'+ raM")= i'}. It is clear that Wr,+l ~ Win. It is obvious that 
w.= rV.+,. 
Let r be I W, I. Using combinatorial arguments, we can easily prove that 
there exist m', m", 0 < m' < m" <<, r!, such that (Vi' ~ n) (typer,,(xi,) = 
type m.(xi,)) where typez(Xi, ) is the shortened notation for type 
(xi,, M' +nM"  + mM"). We fix these m', m". 
Let ul,...,u, be words over the alphabet { f  g} such that 
aM,+,,M,,+m,M,,(Xv) = Uva~t,+,,~t,,+m,u,(Xi, ). It is obvious that these u~ .... , u, 
exist. 
Let #~)(xi,) be the shortened notation for OM'+,M"+,~M"(Xv)" It is fairly 
easy to show that a(m'+"(~"-m'J~(Xi,) = U~a("')(Xi, ).
But u~,°l = 1 for any i'. Thus, cy(m'+7Ol(m"-m'))_~_(7(ra') 
Let s (m) be the shortened notation for SM,+~r,+mM,,. As proved above, the 
used parts of s (m') and of s (m'+m(m'-'')) are equal. This means that P is 
(M '+ nM"+ 701m"M"-700m'M")-per iodic in a. Since r ~< n, it is clear 
that both m'  ~< n! and m" <~ n!. Since M' < N, M" < N, it is clear that P is 
(N(701n!+n+ 1))-periodic in a. Thus, we can let rep(B,N)~- 
max(B +N+ 1,701nl + n + 1). 
This proves Proposition 4. 
4. MAIN RESULT 
Let P be a deterministic ontext-free program, and let X = {x 1,..., xn} be 
the set of all the variables of P. We shall prove that there exists a mapping 
N: co ~ co such that P is uniformly N-periodic in Kn. 
LEMMA 1. Let a = ( i , j , a , s )E  K,. There exists a natural number N 
such that P is N-periodic in a. 
Proof. Let us consider a sequence 
{(iu, L, ~ ,  s~)t~%0 (1) 
where (i~, Ju, au, su) -- e~((i, j, a, s)). 
A natural number v will be called a 0-step of (1) iff the trace of 
(iv, Jr, av, sv) is also the trace of (i v, Jr, av, 2) where 2 is the empty word. 
Let Z v = {u: the length of s~ is v}. If  there exists a v such that Zv is an 
infinite set, then we assign Z= {u ~Zv:  (Vv '< v) (Vu' E Z~,) (u > u')} 
where v is the least natural number which has this property. Let us assume 
that Z v is a finite set for every v. Then we assign Z= {max(Zv):v E co} 
where max(Z~) is the greatest element in Z v. 
Ir is easy to see that Z is an infinite set of the 0-steps of (1). Let k be the 
least natural number which satisfies the following key condition: 
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(3l)(3l') (There exists an infinite set Z 'c  Z) (¥u ~ Z ' )  
(2) 
(~m < l') (%+m is a strongly (k, l, 0)-divisible state). 
Since every state in strongly (n, 1, 0)-divisible, we note that k ~ n. We fix 
l, l' and the set Z'.  Let Z" =- {u + m: u ~ Z' & m < l' & 6u+ m is strongly 
(k, l, 0)-divisible}. 
From Proposition 2, we get the existence of an infinite set Z"  c__ Z"  which 
has the following properties: 
(a) If u, v ~ Z" ,  then (i,, j , ,  a,)  and (i v, j~, e~) are strongly (k, l, 0)- 
similar partial configurations. 
(b) There exists a word t over the alphabet of all pairs of natural 
numbers such that the length of t is less than l' and the trace of ( i , , ju ,  
a~, Su) is also the trace of (iu,j ~, a~, t), for every u E Z"'. 
Indeed, there is only a finite number of different pairs of natural numbers 
which can occur in the trace of a. 
Since the ondition (2) is not valid for k - 1, the first case of Proposition 3 
is not possible. Hence, there exists a mapping F: o) ~ o) such that if u > F(v), 
then either u ~ Z"  or a,  is strongly (k, l, v)-divisible. Indeed, let Y be the set 
tai,: i' E Z"}.  Then let F(v) be the l'east number v' such that a o, is in Y\Y~. 
(See Proposition 3.) 
Now, from Proposition 1, we get 
Claiml. If u,v~Z" ,  u>F(q),  v>F(q),  then the q-trace of 
(iu, j~, a~, t) is also the q-trace of (i~, Jr, av, t), for any q > 1. 
Indeed, since a, ,  a~ are strongly (k, l, q)-similar, they are q-similar as well. 
Now let a* be a new state for G n such that a* and au are strongly 
(k, l, 0)-similar states for every u E Z'", u > F(I + 1), and a* is not strongly 
(k - I, I 1 , 0)-divisible for each I 1 . Such a state a* exists, since k ~< n. Indeed, 
let D 1 ,..., D k be the strong (k, l, 0)-division of the state ~, where both u E Z"  
and u > F(I + 1). If v ~ Z" ,  v > F(I + 1), then the above partition is also a 
strong (k, l, 0)-division of a v, since both these states are strongly (k, l, 0)- 
similar and the strong (k, l, 0)-division is unique for any strongly (k, l, l + 1)- 
divisible state. Having the o*, we transfer the image of each Di, into its own 
copy of G(A), keeping the internal structure. 
Now we can easily build a mapping J: co~ co such that the v-trace of 
(i*, j* ,  a*, t) is also the v-trace of PJ(V~((i,j, a, s)) where v is an arbitrary 
natural number, i *= iu , j *= ju  for every u~Z'" .  Indeed, we can let 
J (v )=v '  where v' is the least element of Z"  satisfying v' >F(v) ,  
v' > F(l + 1). 
If P is N*-periodic in (i*, j*,  a*, t), then the trace of (i*, j*, a*, t) is 
(N*,rep(/ ' ,N*))-repeatable where rep is a mapping from Proposition 4. 
Hence, the trace of PJ(N*~eP(t"N*))((i,j,a,S)) is also (N*, rep(l', N* ))- 
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repeatable. Using Proposition 4, we then show that P is (J(N* rep(l', N*))  + 
N* rep(/', N*))-periodic in (i, j, a, s). 
Now we shall prove that there exists N* such as that above. 
Let l I be an arbitrary natural number. There is no strongly (k - 1, l 1, 0)- 
divisible partial configuration in the set {(PU((i*,j*, a*, t)))3}u~ 0. Indeed, 
let (W((i*, j*, a*, 0))3 be strongly (k -  1, ll, 0)-divisible for some u, l~. 
Then for every vEZ'" ,  v>F(u), v>F( l+ l ) ,  av+, is also strongly 
(k - 1, l~, 0)-divisible, but this is a contradiction, since k is the least in (2). 
For (i*, j*, e*, t) we repeat all those actions which we performed for 
(i, j, 6, s). In particular, let k* be the new least number defined by (2), let 
Z~" be the set as built for (i*, j* ,  a*, t) as Z"  built for (i, j, a, s), and let l* 
be the analog of l in (2). 
Note that k* >~k. If k*> k, then we once again repeat the above 
procedure, getting k**,  Z~", and so on. Since k < k* < k** < ... ~< n, this 
process is finite. It stops after at most n steps. 
Hence, let us consider the case when k* = k. Then we show that, for any 
l s E co and any u, v E Z~", (P"((i*,j*, a*, 0))3 and (PV((i*,j*, a*, 0))3 are 
strongly (k,l*,ll)-similar partial configurations. As proved above (see 
Proposition 1), the trace of P"((i*,j*,a*,t)) is also the trace of 
PV((i*,j*,a*,t)). Thus, the trace of (i*,j*,a*,t) is (v, rep(l',v))- 
repeatable, if we choose u < v above. 
Now this lemma follows from Proposition 4. 
This proves Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a mapping N: c9 ~ co such that P is uniformly N- 
periodic in K,. 
Proof The idea of this proof is borrowed from (Stolboushkin and 
Taitslin, 1983). 
Let DS(k, l )  be the set of all states a for G n such that a is strongly 
(k, l, oe)-divisible (i.e., strongly (k, l, ll)-divisible for each I1). 
Let a,a'C DS(k,/). We write a~-a ' iff a and a'  are strongly (k, l, oo)- 
similar states. This ~ is an equivalence relation on DS(k, 1). It is clear that 
there is only a finite number of equivalence classes. Let RDS(k, l) be 
the finite set of representatives of all these classes. Let 
CH: DS(k, i)__,on~o RDS(k, [) be a choice function such that a and CH(a)  
are strongly (k, l, c~)-similar. 
Let LAB _~ co2 be the set of all composite labels of P, i.e., (i,j)@ LAB iff 
there is an instruction of the form (i, j,...) in P. Assume (i', j ' )  is not a label 
of P. Let LABEL = {(i', j ' )} U LAB. 
Let LB: co2 ~ LABEL be defined as follows: 
t( i , j ) ,  if ( i , j )  E LAB, 
LB((i, j ) )  = ( (i', j ' ) ,  otherwise. 
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We can extend LB to the set of all words over the alphabet 09z by 
induction as follows: LB((i, j)s) = LB((i, j))LB(s). 
Claim 2. Let (i, j, a, s) C K, .  For any N', P is N'-periodic in (i, j ,  a, s) 
iff P is N'-periodic in (LB((i, j)), a, LB(s)). 
Indeed, for any i 1, i 2, i3,i4, if LB((i~,i2))=LB((i3,i4)), then, for any 
state ~ and any s E {092},, P((i l , i2, a, s)) =P(( i3,  i4, a, s)). Now the proof 
of Claim 2 becomes obvious and is left to the reader. 
Claim 3. Let (i, j, a, s) ~ K,  where a E DS(k, l). If P is N'-periodic in 
(i, j, C H(a), s), then P is N' rep( Is I, N')-periodic in (i, j ,  ~, s), where Isl is the 
length of s, rep is a mapping from Proposition 4. 
Indeed, a and CH(a) are strongly (k, l, oo)-similar. Now this claim follows 
from the Propositions 1 and 4. 
Let K(k, l) c Kn, and let (i,j, a, s) E K(k, l) iff a C DS(k, I). 
Let ST: K(k, l) ~ K(k, l), ST((/,j, cr, s)) = (LB((i, j)), CH(6), LB(s)). 
From Claims 2 and 3, we get the existence of a mapping M: 093 ~ co such 
that P is M(k, l, Isl)-periodic in each (i,j, 6, s) E K(k, l). 
Indeed, let K(k, l, d) c K(k, l), (i, j, 6, s) E K(k, l, d) iff both (% j, 6, s) E 
K(k, l) and ]s I <~ d. It is clear that ST(K(k, l, d)) is a finite set for any d 
where ST(K(k, l, d)) = {ST((/, j, a, s)): (i, j, a, s) E K(k, l, d)}. Now, using 
Claims 2 and 3, we can let 
M(k, I, d) = max PE((i, j, a, s)) 
( i , j ,a ,s)  ~ ST(K(k, I ,d)) 
where PE((i, j, a, s)) = N'((i, j, a, s)) rep(Is [, N'((i, j, a, s))), N'((i, j, a, s)) is 
the period of P in (i, j, a, s), rep is a mapping from Proposition 4. Note that 
the existence of N'((i, j, a, s)) follows from Lemma 1. 
Thus, using Lemma 1, we have built M: 093 ~ 09. 
Now we define new mappings Q: o9 2 -~ co and R: o9 2 --, 09 as follows: 
R(d, O) = 1, Q(d, O) = M(n, 1, d) rep(d, M(n, 1, d)), 
R(d, i 4- 1) = Q(d, i) + 2R(d, i) 4- 1, 
Q(d, i 4- 1) = M(n - i - 1, R(d, i 4- 1), d) rep(d, M(n -- i -- 1, R(d, i 4- 1), d)). 
Let us consider an arbitrary configuration (i, j, a, s) where the length of s 
is less than d. 
From the choice of Q,R, we get that a always satisfies one of the 
following conditions: 
(1)  a is strongly (n,R(d, 0), Q(d, 0))-divisible. 
(2) ais strongly (n-- 1, R(d, 1), Q(d, 1))-divisible. 
(n) c~ is strongly (1, R(d, n -- 1), Q(d, n - 1))-divisible. 
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Let us assume that a satisfies the condition k. From the choice of M and 
Proposition 1, we get that the trace of (i, j, a, s) is 
(M(n - k + 1, R(d, k - 1),d), rep(d, M(n - k + 1, R(d, k - 1), d))-repeatable. 
Using Proposition 4, we get that P is Q(d, k - 1)-periodic in (i, j ,  a, s). 
Hence, P is always N(d)-periodic, where N(d) = max0<m< n Q(d, m). 
This proves Lemma 2. 
From Lemma 2, we get 
MAIN THEOREM. In Th each formula of CF-DDL is equivalent to a first- 
order formula. 
Sketch of proof. This is highly trivial claim. We shall prove it by 
induction on the complexity of dynamic formulas. The only step which need 
explanations i the reduction of "diamond" () .  
Thus, let q~ be (P)~0 where P is an arbitrary program and ~0 is a formula of 
L. Since the theory Th admits the elimination of quantifiers, there is a 
quantifier-free formula ~0' of L such that q~ and ~0' are equivalent in our case. 
Using P, we can easily construct a program P'  such that (P)q' is always 
equivalent to (P ' )x  1 =x l .  Indeed, we can always consider P such that the 
"main procedure" of P is not recursive (i.e., P contains no an instruction 
(i , j ,  1, q), for any i , j ,  q). Having P',  we must check the ~0' before the end of 
this "main procedure." 
Thus, let q0 be (P)true, where P is an arbitrary program and true is 
x~ = x 1 . We can write that P stops after at most N(0) steps, where N: co ~ co 
is built in Lemma 2. 
More formally, let us consider an arbitrary (N(0) + 1)-trace of the form 
t= {(1, 1), (i,, j,), (i2, J2) ..... (is(0), JN(0))} 
where every (i k, j~) can be generated by P (this condition can be easily 
checked). For this (N(0)+ 1)-trace we can obviously write a first-order 
formula F t such that, for every or, 
a ~ F t iff t is the (N(0) + 1)-trace of (1, 1, a, 2). 
Now let T be the set of all traces such that both the length of each trace in 
T is N(0)+ 1 and (0,0) occurs in each trace in T. Let F be Vt~rF  ¢. Then 
we show that ~ ~ (P)true iff a ~ F, where a is a state for G v and v > 0 is an 
arbitrary number. 
This proves the main theorem. Note that due to elimination of quantifiers 
in Th, "rich-test" dynamic formulas are reducible to first-order formulas as 
well. 
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The fol lowing formula of DL  is equivalent o neither f irst-order formula in 
Th: 
(Wx)(Vy) (({(1, 2, x*-- f(x) ,  1), (1, 2, x +-- g(x), 1), 
(1, 1, (x =x? ,  2), 2), (1, 1, (x = y?, 3), 2)} > true). 
In the standard notat ion this formula can be written as fol lows: 
(Vx)(V y)( ( (x o f (x )  ~ x ~- g(x))* (x = y? ) ) true). 
Indeed, the above closed formula is true in G 1 and is not true in G 2. But 
G 1 and G 2 are e lementar i ly  equivalent. 
Hence, in the Theory  Th of G(A), CF-DDL is str ictly less expressive than 
DL.  
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